
Monsoon: Our finance minister

• Every year we wait to exhale – journey from sea to land; 
across lands; across fields and cities 

• Nature’s way: small temperature difference to carry 40,000 
billion tonnes of water from ocean to land

• Nature’s lesson: use weak forces rather than concentrated 
forces – solar instead of oil and gas; rainwater instead of 
dams

• But how much do we know about monsoon? Its science? Its 
changing character? Its scientists?



Tragedy: our making

• Today we cry when it does not rain

• Today we cry when it does rain

• Go from cycle of crippling drought to back-
breaking flood

• Double whammy

• Mismanagement of water resources + 
changing character of rainfall

• Must know this change



Monsoon is globalised Indian – connected to ocean currents and winds 
from the Pacific, Artic, Tibetan Plateau. Most under-studied, complex, 
confounding and capricious. Now climate change is making it even more 
variable and more extreme. We need to know it better



Already difficult to predict…



Now more variable, extreme

• Weird weather has become the ‘new normal’

• Unseasonal rain

• Abnormally high rain that comes in short 
periods

• Unseasonal and deadly hailstorms; cold and 
heat spells 

• 2016: Flood in the time of drought



Our reports : weird, variable and devastating



Killing fields: Season of despair for farmers



The face of India’s farmer 

Grief, despair, desperation 



From crippling drought to deluge: double-triple whammy





Change that will destroy us

• Unless

• We learn, and learn fast

• Become water-waste wise

• Deliberately plan for every drop of water

• See land for water, and not just for buildings

• Harvest rain everywhere/every possible way

• Recycle and reuse every drop

• Make this our obsession. National obsession



Learn science; celebrate scientists; calibrate response to changes


